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away, they will no longer take an active part in the
kinship group. After one or more generations, kinship
ties cease to function. That is why I have not yet
found any Tsu with members permanently in other
villages.
The following note given to me by a villager may be
quoted here. " The average size of a Tsu is about eight
Chia. This is because when my son marries, all the
Tsu will come and sit at the same table. (Each table
has eight seats, for one representative from each Chia ;
men and women gather separately at different times.)
When a table is not large enough, we do not invite our
distant kindred to the celebration." Of course, this
statement is not an actual rule, but indicates that the
acknowledgement of membership of the unit allows
individual discrimination* One can exclude those
distant kin in ceremonial gatherings and they will not
insist on their claim to be invited. A rich Chia is able
to provide two or more tables for its clansmen, and will
do so with pleasure and be praised for it. In this sense,
the Tsu can be taken as no more than a ceremonial
group which assembles periodically at wedding and
funeral occasions, taking a common feast, -offering
sacrifices to the common ancestors together, and con-
tributing a small sum barely enough to cover the food.
Real social obligations of mutual aid exist between
smaller groups, such as brothers with newly divided
households. The people do not use the term tzezo-
menzon to describe their relation but the term disho,
or brotherhood.
Another character of this unit is that its membership
is tibye Chia. Therefore it is not a unilateral kinship
as its individual members are concerned. A married
woman entering her husband's Chia automatically

